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The NCNB office always has had an avid fisherman . Gordon Baird,
A. J. Damron, Eph Dawes and now Willis Hicks who seems to be the
newt avid of all, perhaps because he's younger Willis above left, is
pictured nith his wife Helen and Johnny Matheny after they caught
121 pounds of buffalo in two and one half hours at Reelfoot Lake. One
fish neighed nine and • half pounds. Willis looks the happiest of all
after sot h an Isaac Walton accomplishment. and perhaps the others
are not so much so because itoniebotly had to clean that catch. Willis
a.). sometintes he has trouble giving the fish assay because he's not
too ansious to clean them. Don't blame him! nut Sill that catch the
envy of the fishermen all around us?
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1Note Book
A weekly newspaper is the heart
and the pulse of • community, the
late and great Witliani Allen
White once commented in a speech
before • group of distinguished
calsisruL An editor, he said, knows
intimately the people he writes
about, and shares with them their
joys and their sorrows, their trials
and tribulations and assumes many
of their problems.
We felt our role as editor this
week when we chronicled the
death of our long-time, good
friend Willie tiornrc who passed
away Friday night after suffering
with heart trouble several months.
It was hard to believe that this
friendly man would no longer be
a part of our business .ad social
IWe and that his warm and cheery
smile would no longer give the
happiness that it has for so many
years
As we add the years to our residence in Fulton and as we look
back upon our first days and
weeks here we are so often reminded of the first people we met
and how their friendship has helped us to grow in our business lives.
Willie }Iowa was one of those
. people whose good advice and
friendship through the vears has
meant so much to us and I think I
his family knows how deeply we
treasured this relationship.

4-H Members At
South Fulton In
District Awards
Six South Fulton 4-H Club
members were winners in the District 4-H Club meet at Jackson
last week. Linda Rogers won first
place in the Safety division and
John Burrow took the first place
prize in the Dairy Achievement
Division. They will represent West
Tennssee at the state meet In
Knoxville in August.
0th. r winners were Brent Burrow who took first place in the
Junior Tractor Division; Linda
Thorpe who won a blue ribbon in
the room improvement division;
Jenny Hardy who won a red ribbon in entomology and Gene
Hardy who won a white ribbon
In the senior tractor driving division.
RECEIVES COMMISSION
Joseph K. Lill a rd, a recent
graduate of Murray State, has received his commission as a second
lieutenant in the United States
Army Reserve and has been assigned to the Medical Service
Corps. He is the son of Mrs. Mabel
Goodwin of Water Valley
ON TO EUROPE!
Miss Ruth Louise Butts, University of Tennessee student, has left
for Knoxville where she will join
a student group for a tour of
Europe this summer. The group
will visit nine countries on the
tour which will last about two
months Ruth is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Aaron Butts

All Fulton Legionnaires who are
Interested in attending a "Fire
Power Demonstration" at Fort
Knox, Kentucky on Thursday,
June 22, should get in touch with
either Woody Brown or Leon
Hutchens as soon as possible.
Those who have already indicated their intentions of going include H. P. Allen, Leon Hutchens, Woody Brown, Henry Edwards, J. D. Simption and Kelly B.
Rose.
Through the efforts of Colonel
Frank Kocisa, Vice-Chairman of
the American Legion's National
Security Commission, Legionnaires
from Indiana, Tennessee and Kentucky have been invited to visit
the base during the dernonstraticm. The program will start at
8:00 a. m and end at 4:00 p. m.
The commanding general has
assured the Legion that every effort will be made to make this
visit a pleasant and informative
one. Quarters have been provided
at $1.50 per night and meals will
be $ 90 per person.

New Date Set
For Trial In
Stephens Death
The examining trial for Mrs
Violet Stephens and Raymond
Turner, both of Clinton, has been
postponed until July 10 by McCracken County Judge Roy Stewart. Mrs. Stephens and Turner
are charged with plotting the
death of her husband, Carnie
Stephens. on March 9.
The continuance was ordered
after word was received that state
detectives who were investigating
the slaying would be unable to appear to testify.
Mrs. Stephens has stated that
her husband was beaten to death
by three young hoodlums who
stopped them and robbed them on
the road between Fulgham and
Arlington.
A coroner's Jury declared, however, that Stephen's death resulted from a plot by Mrs. Stephens
and Turner, with whom she admitted having had an affair. Both
denied the charge.
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Annual Hunt For Talent Is
Jaycee Project
The Fulton Jaycees take pride
in announcing the annual Youth
Talent Contest, the local winner
of which will receive an all-expense paid trip to Memphis to appear in the Mid-South Fair Talent
Contest sponsored by WREC-TV
and the Memphis Press Schimitar
Over $250 in cash prizes and
trophys will be awarded to the
winners in the Memphis conteist
and one act will be selected for
an all-exriense paid trip to New
York to appear on a national telecast.
The talent contest is to discover,
develop and encourage entertainment talent in the youth of the
Mid-South. It is designed primarily for amateur talent, but any act
which qualities otherwise is accepted.
Age limits are from ten to
twenty, inclusive. All new or previously competing acts are eligible
to enter. Any group or individual
desiring to enter the local contest,
which will be held during the
Ken-Tenn Fair, August 17th, 1981.
should address inquiries to Talent
Contest, Fulton Jaycees, P. 0. Box
211, Fulton, Kentucky.
The committee in charge of the
talent contest includes Harmon
Pierce, Harold Henderson. Ralph
Puckett and pale Breeden.

Five Arrested In
Local Brawl
Five
local
persons—Martha
Moss, Ray Tucker. Ted Dalton,
Pete Cook and Fred Cook—were
arrested last week as the result
of a fight at Martha's Tavern on
State Line.
Pete and Fred Cook, both of
near Mayfield, were charged with
public drunkness, public profanity
and resisting irest Both received
fines from City Police Court.
Ray Tucker was charged with
disturbing the peace and Ted Dalton with public drunkness. Fines
of $16.50 were imposed on them.
Mrs. Moss, the owner of Martha's
Tavern was charged with public
drunkenness, interfering with an
officer and operating a disorderly
place of business. She received a
heavy fine and her beer license
was revoked.

Jaycees Trek To Atlanta With Beauties
Float And Hope To Take National Prize

Willie Mantra was a hard working businessman He loved Fulton
and Fulton loved him. Sunday as
we went to the funeral home to
With the help of donations totaling $160 from the
pay oar final respects to his memaudience of radio station WFUL anfrom
listening
ory, we could not help but notic.:
Chamber of Commerce, the Fulton Jaycees
local
life
the
of
walks
all
from
people
that
extended A firm hand clasp to his will leave Sunday morning for Atlanta, Georgia. Followfamily to let them know that the
along behind them on a big trailer will be their
sorrow and the grief they shared ing
we hope) float entry in the National Jayprize-winning
and
Men
alone.
was not theirs
women made no pretense to hide cee Convention Parade.
their grief and I marvelled how
The group will be in Atlanta for
Traveling with the float will be one week and the gigantic parade
this quite, unobtrusive and unasJaylocal
the
of
commandmembers
have
several
suming man could
will take place in downtown Ated the respect and affection he did cee unit and their wives. They in- lanta on Wednesday morning. It
chide Mr. and Mrs. Richard will start at approximately 9:00
In his life-time.
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. C. D. ii m and last for nearly six hours.
To those of us who knew and Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Young.
Before they leave, the local club
worked with him it was not dif- Mr and Mrs. Dan Taylor, Mr. and will build all of the props and the
ficult to know why. You could tell Mrs John R. Lawson and Paul framework for the float. The float
quickly when you talked with Wil- Kasnow.
will be put together and decorated
lie Marra that he loved his family.
Also going with the float will be with flowers and paper after it
You knew that he loved his "Miss Jaycee". Sharrye Johnson, reaches Atlanta.
church and his community.' You and her attendant. Chan CovingThe Fulton entry is one of four
knew that he was ready to give ton and T inda Thorpe These girls
from the state of Kentucky and
his efforts to help those In need will ride the float in the parade.
and he did. Before Willie and
Aline's sons, Mike and Bill, as5lIttled many of the responsibilities
in the Homra business. Willie put
in many a long hour to work for
the business and the civic responhires several high school and colsibilities that went along with it.
BY KAREN DUBLIN
lege boys as do the local 4rocery
In more recent years when we
It is summertime and students stores and service stations. Girls
called at the store we found that
country are can almost always find a job in
Willie and Aline had turned over from all over the
months! one of the department or dime
some of the departments to their "free" for three whole
more-than- stores and sometimes there are
sons, and we could see that Willie The youngsters will
playing secretarial jobs open to young colwas always as proud as could be likely spend their time
But lege students.
to say: "I've turned that over to cowboys, dolls and baseball.
sisand
brothers
The local radio station, WFUL,
Mike, or I've turned that over to for their older
and has attracted three members of
students
college
ters—the
life
Billie." His family was his
and he was the gentle ruler In a prospective college entrants—sum- Fulton's college-bound set. Jim
Clark, well-known Fulton radio
mer means work and lots of it.
happy kingdom.
Many of these young men and deejay, will continue his daily
to
have
programs this summer. Jim graduthey
that
find
Gentle is A good way to describe women
Willie Hornra. Perhaps that is why work in order to have money to ated from Ft-IS this spring and is
college.
about
when we think of his passing we further their education. Others still undecided
are saddened more because we want extra money for such things Karen Dublin, another recent Fulassuming
is
possibly
graduate,
High
and
movies
ton
know how deeply he will be miss- as clothes,
ed by the people he loved so dear- that long-awaited-for new car. some of the secretarial duties and
ly and whose lino was returned so But no matter what the reason also writing some copy at the stafully. If it can alleviate just a lit- may be, jobs are an ever-increas- tion. She plans to enter Murray
tle bit n fthe grief, we want Aline ing factor in a young person's life. State next fall and study JournalIn the Fulton area, students are ism. Bob Miller. the son of Rev.
and Billie and Mike to know that
our thoughts and our prayers are very fortunate to be able to find Truitt Miller, will start work at
with them in this, their hour of several good job opportunities WFUL next week. Bob will be a
each summer. The ice plant always senior at the University of Kenbereavement.

will point up the twin-cities as the
"Gateway to the South". A large
map of Kentucky under a gateway
of flowers will feature Fulton in
large black letters. Miss Jaycee
and her attendants will be on the
back of the float and will throw
out souvenier seeds provided by
the Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
Last year in St. Louis, the Fulton
Jaycee flout entry received the
second place award in the nation
in the miscellaneous division and
brought 'much publicity to our
city. They hope to make another
good showier" again this year and
maybe even bring home the first
place trophx,
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Prayer Meetings Climax Preparation
For Crusade For Christ;Begins Sunday
harmony-" The girls. sang to
and
Godfrey
touresi
Arthur
Europe with Ted Mack. Clark hat
been associated with Philpot sines
August, 1960 and is an accomplished pianist. Mr. Whitmore has
been a member of the "evangelistic team" for more than six years.
He is a talented tenor soloist and
song leader.
During the two-weeks long
meeting delegations from Hickman, Union City, Martin, Cayce,
Wingo and Clinton will be invited
and given special places on their
designated evenings.
Prayer services were held Tuesmorning at the First- Methodist day night in the homes of the folChurch in Fulton and then will owing persons: Mr. and Mrs.
continue in the' huge Tent Cath- Charles Reams with Mrs. Warren
edral to be erected at the Fulton Graham, leader: Mr. and Mrs. E.
Ball Park. The services on Sunday C. Grisham, Mrs. E. E. Mount,
night will begin at 7:45 P. M. and leader; Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Varden,
continue each evening until July Kenneth Turner, leader; Mr. and
2.
Mrs. L. C. Logan, Mrs. J. 0. Lewis,
Coming to Fulton with Rev. leader; Dr and Mrs. R. T. PeterPhilpot will be the White Sisters, son, Mrs. Felix Gossum. Jr., leadHoward Whitmore and Paul Clark, er; Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Kaler, Mrs.
who will render the musical por- J. L. Leggett, leader; Mr.I and
tions of the crusade. Faye, Janet Mrs. Virgil Davis, Mrs. Edd Cook,
and Joyce White are acclaimed as leader.
the trio with "the most perfect
On Wednesday night, June 14,
prayer services were held in the
church and tonight (Thiirsday)
services will be held in the following homes: Mr. and Mrs. Parks
Weaks with W,F. Stewart as leader: Mrs. A. G. Baldridge, Joe Barnes, leader; Mr. and Mrs. William
cal motor company and went mer- Blackstone, Mrs. Hendon Wright,
rily about removing the transmis- leader: Mrs. Frances Bugg, Rev.
sion from a car located on the Norman Crittenden, leader; Mr.
brightly illuminated lot of the firm and Mrs. W. B. McIntosh, Rev. J.
on a busy throughfare. Mechanics L. Leggett, leader; Mr. and Mrs.
say this is no small task arid took C. D. Jones, Mrs. Floyd Dedmon,
a considerable amount of time to leader; Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Heathaccomplish.
cott, Mrs. Virgil Davis, leader.
Methodist churches in the reSawyer said that he knows definitely that an adding machine, vival and the pastors are Bethlehem
and Wesley, Rev. Norman
about 50 cartons of cigarettes, two
country barns, two picnic hams, 15 Crittenden: Chapel Hill, Harris
pairs of gloves, two tape machines, and New Hope, Rev. Dave Hillia meat saw, butcher knife, meat ard; Walnut Grove, Dukedom and
Continued on Page gtgait
cleaver, a steel, electric handsaw,
flash light batteries and candy
bars were stolen.
The burglars loaded a wire basket with packages of cigarettes
but apparently forgot them and
left them by the back door, SawAugust 9, 1961 has been set as
yer said.
The store was broken into two the deadline for candidates filing
months ago. but the haul that for the office of mayor, city judge
and commissioners for the city of
time was not so large.
Fulton. To qualify for candidacy,
those seeking the offices must
have a petition signed by fifty
citizens of Fulton. No citizen can
sign more than one petition.
This year, Fulton is changing to
a new form of city government—.
the City Manager type of governfurni,h their own shoes, uniforms, ment. A Mayor and four
commisgloves, etc., with the Pirates fursioners will be elected by the votnishing all other equipment. Play- ers in November.
They, in turn,
ers will also be responsible for
will hire a City Manager to handtheir traveling and living expenle the affairs of the city.
ses, if any, with the understanding
If nine or more persons qualify
that all expenses will be reimfor commissioner or three candibursed to those players signed to
dates run for judge or mayor, a
contracts with Pittsburgh Organiprimary election will be held on
zation clubs.
September 23.
In case of rain, dates will be
changed to Saturday, June 24.

An unbroken chain of prayer Friday night at the
Methodist Churches in the Fulton area climaxes the
long weeks of preparation for the Crusade for Christ
which will begin in Fulton on Sunday, June 18. Cottage
meetings of prayer and final committee meetings have
been in progress all week to make the Twin City Crusade for Christ one of the most successful evangelistic
meetings ever held in the Fulton area. The crusade, open
to all denominations, is being sponsored by the eleven
Methodist Churches in the twin cities area and brings
to Fulton for two weeks Ford Philpot, one of America's
most forceful and prominent evangelists.
The chain of prayer at the Fulton Methodist Church begins at
six p. m. on Friday and will continue until 6 a. m. on Saturday
when it is hoped that the faithful
from all churches will keep a vigil
during the night for the success of the revival. Similar allnight prayer meetings will be held
Friday in the ten other Methodist
churches participating in the revival bringing about a prayer
chain that will encircle the Fulton
area.
The crusade begins on Sunday

"No Money Down,No Money Ever"
Plan Is Harassing Local Stores
Thieves are getting bolder and
the hauls are getting larger in Fulton these days and businessmen
are half joking and half serious
when they contemplate bolting
valuable equipment to the floors
to discourage robbers.
Latest in the "bold venture"
series was at the Sawyer's Super
Market in Highlands Monday night
when robbers carted away a huge
cash register which necessitated
the efforts of at lea* two men.
Fred Sawyer, owner of the store
said that from the time the men
entered the store by boring a hole
in the back door and leaving with
their loot at least two hours must
have elapsed. The men bored the
hole in the glaring light of a
spotlight at the back of the store,
turned it off on entering and then
went about their "no money down,
no money ever" shopping spree.
Recently robbers visited at a lo-

August 9 Is Filing
Deadline For Fulion

Pittsburg Pirates To Conduct Tryout
Camp At Park In Union City June 22
The Pittaburgh Pirates a ill conduct a tryout camp at Union City,
Tenn. on Thursday, June 22 and
_Friday, June 23. The camp will be
held at City Park and will be under the direction of James Burns,
Pirates' Scouting Supervisor for
the Tennessee and Kentucky territory. Jim will be assisted by
Chet Montgomery. Jim Richards
and Bob Daniels. Players should
report ready to go at 9 A. M. and
be prepared to workout until 2
P.M.

Players must be 16 years of ago
to be eligible to attend the camp
and no Junior American Legion
players will be permitted to participate in the camp if such participation would interfere with
any Legion activities. Such participation will only be permitted with
at approval from either
The Fulta Jaycees wish to a letter
his Legion Coen or the Comthank each and every person in mander of the Legion Post he
the area who contributed toward represents in Legion play.
Players are also expected to
the float-building fund.

Covington Team Wants
Game With Local Nine
The CON Ington Nine, a softball
team from Union City, would like
to schedule a game with a team in
or around Fulton sometime in the
near future. The team is composed
of working boys and men who play
for recreation.
Anyone interested should get in
touch with H. Covington at TU
5-9929 in Union City.

Work-A-Day,Making Pay And Students Toil The Summer Away
tucky next fall and his major is
Radio.
The Fulton Theatre has become
a source of income for five of the
local students. Bill Wade, freshman at Murray State this past
year, has resumed his part-time
work at the local show. Two Fulton High graduates, Don French
and Jimmy Shuck, have been
working at the theatre for several
months and will continue on
through the summer. Jimmy plans
to enter Murray State in the fall
and Don is also planning to go to
college. Janice Sue Fields and
both recent
Barbara Peeples,
graduates of South Fulton High,
also work at the Fulton Theatre.
Janice Sue will enter UTMB this
fall and Barbara will enter college
on a scholarship.
Baton twirling lessons are taking up the vacation time of two
former Fulton High Majorettes.
Ophelia Speight, who served as

Elsewhere In

Head Majorette for three years,
has a class of about seventeen
youngsters. Besides owning and
operating her own beauty shop,
Elaine Beggs also has a twirling
class of about fifteen girls.
Many of the local boys are doing part-time work at the Fulton
Ice Plant. Merrell Davis, who attended 117-MB on a football scholarship this past year, and John
Schwerdt, a student at a Memphis
college, both do a lot of work
there.
Six recent Fulton High graduates also hold positions at the ice
plant. Jimmy Cheatham, who will
go to the University of Kentucky
on a football scholarship this fall,
is combining work at the ice plant
with work at the newly opened
Deepwood Subdivision. Others
working at the ice plant include
Mike Walker, who will study engineering; Jim Bushart who plans
to enter Murray State in the fall;

Mike Calliham, who will enter a
college in the south; Carl Arrington and Jimmy Green.
The grocery business has attracted six local boys. Carl Hurst,
Glen Fuller and Don King are employed at the A & P Store in Fulton. Carl, a recent FRS graduate.
hopes to enter a Florida college
this fall. Glen is a student at
UTMB and Don will enroll at
Union University in Jackson.
Billy Hickman and Richard Isbell both work at the PigglyWiggly Store in South Fulton.
They graduated this spring from
South Fulton High and are undecided about college.
Larry Sullivan, a Fulton High
graduate, works at the Rogers and
Gilbeit Market here in Fulton.
Larry will enter Murray State this
fall.
Lynn Newton, popular Fulton
High golfer, is continuing his work
Contained On Pope perm

Paducah Too!
Baseball will be in there swinging on June 19 and 20 when the
St. Louis Cardinals come to
Brooks Stadium in Paducah, Kentucky to put on tryouts for the
baseball athletes in the area, it
was announced today by Farm Director Walter Shannon. W. H.
'Buddy" Lewis, a veteran Red
Bird talent seeker, will be calling
the pitches each day at 10 a. m.
The tryouts will be open to any
player in the 17 to 23 year age
bracket, and no equipment will be
needed other than a glove, shoes,
and a uniform if he has one. Bats,
balls, and catching gear are supplied by the Cardinals.

Fair Tickets
On Sale Soon
Season tickets for the big KenTenn Fair to be held in August
will go on sale very soon. Adult
tickets will sell for $1.00 with
children's tickets going at $.50.
These tickets will cover the gate
admission any day of the fair.'
Regular admission will be $.50
for adults and $.25 for children.
Anyone desiring a booth in the
tent
big merchandise
exhibit
should contact Jim Young immeditotal
84
ately. Over 35 of the
boths have already been sold. Cost
is $2500 per booth.
Approximately $1500 in cash
prizes will be awarded at the
huge livestock exhibition to be
held on one day of the fair. Another day will possibly be devoted
to Kid's Day.

Wilson Wyatt, Harry Lee Waterfield Face Risky
Political Futures As Opponents In Senate Race
The Kentucky Report, a weekly
digest of financial and political happenings over Kentucky, comments
this week on the upcoming Senatorial
race in the State next year. The Report is not alone in commenting on the
race, for other editors in other towers
have also put their thoughts in print
about the race, which has been discussed since the present Administration took office in 1959.
Sandy Wood's allegedly non-partisan sheet is the publication that predicted everything from a landslide to
a close victory for Harry Lee Waterfield in the gubernatorial race and it
again makes some interesting comments this week and we quote:
"If Wyatt's choice is to seek Democratic nomination for U. S. Senate,
with prospect of meeting Republican
Sen. Thruston B. Morton in November, 1963, then he is almost certain to
face tough race with former Lt. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield, now president
of National Investors Life Insurance
Company of Kentucky in Lexington.
Waterfield has nothing to lose, all to
gain, by making race for Senate. Wyatt has much to lose and, of course,
much to gain by making that race. If
Wyatt should run and lose, nomination or to Morton in General Election,
his political career will be ended
abruptly, in opinion of many seasoned
political observers and writers."
We think it rather interesting to
read that "Harry Lee Waterfield has
nothing to lose, all to gain, by making
race for Senate." We find it a little
difficult to accept that statement, because it doesn't ring quite true. If
Harry Lee were to win the Democratic Senatorial primary, and then go
on to win the General Election, 'tis
true that the Clinton publisher has
everything to gain, principal among
these is the prospect that he will have
proved himself as a vote-getter in his
own right, and will be put in an enviable position to be the key figure in
shaping up the gubernatorial race in
1963, The same is true of LieutenantGovernor Wilson Wyatt.
We are among those political observers who realize that everytime
you enter a race and have an opponent
there's always the possibility of a defeat. If a Waterfield-Wyatt battle
should loom in 1962, there are few
people in Kentucky who will admit
that it would be a shoo-in for either
of them. Both men have a wide following on their own cognizance, and
both of them are exceptional cam-

paigners. So the warriors are pretty
evenly matched, we'd say personally,
except that Mr. Wyatt will have on
his side the support of the State Administration, the powerful Jefferson
County political organization, and
some right healthy support from hundreds of people in large and small
communities in the State who have
worked with Wyatt closely in the procurement of industry for Kentucky.
And that covers an awful lot of people.
So taking this into consideration
we cannot understand how Mr. Wood
can say that Harry Lee Waterfield has
everything to gain and nothing to
lose . . . nothing except possible defeat at the polls in a major election,
which does nothing to anybody's political prestige, no matter who the
candidate is.
In looking over the crop of influential Democrats in Kentucky we'd
say that Mr. Wyatt and Mr. Waterfield are two of its most distinguished
members. It seems to us a pity that
they should oppose each other, when
there are two major political offices
in the Democratic party to be filled
in the next two years, namely Senator
and Governor. Whoever wins the Senatorial race next year will have no
nicnic in defeating Thruston Morton,
the encumbent Republican Senator
from Kentucky who is already building his campaign fences.
And sad though it may be, running a.qainst a truth-twisting fellow
like Happy Chandler, already an
flounced candidate for Governor in
1963, is no bed of roses either.
We disagree with the Kentucky Report that only Wilson Wyatt will
bring an abrupt ending to his political
career if he is defeated for the Senate
race.
We don't think there's any real
personal or political animosity between Wilson Wyatt and Harry Lee
Waterfield. There are followers in
bcth camps who might have some real
reason for seeing either or both of
these men led to political slaughter.
And so since every editorial must
display some positive thinking we'd
like to suggest that neither man take
the hazardous step toward political
oblivion. There are two major offices
to be filled by Democratis and there
are at least two good men available.
Would it be out of the question for
some reasonable men to do some reasonable talking about some extremely
important futures for Kentucky?
We don't think it is!
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meat of Lincoln, he now calls as
you to betray your State or incur
the penalties of treason . . . you
ar• setting up an usurped authority in her (Virginia's) borders. Let
your motto be: 'One Virginia, east
and west, We wW stand or fall together'."
The corning war would cost
money. Said the Portsmouth Ohio
Patriot: -"The Preaident abould
establish half•doom mints to coin
money to pay the expenses of de
civil war."
Retorted the Richmond Enquirer: "To this project should be added that of making the hens lay
two eggs a day to supply any deficiency in the pig crop."
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June 13, 11141
The Fulton High School band
was awarded the first prize trophy'
in band competition at the Strawberry Festival in Paducah Saturday. First prize consisted of a
beautiful trophy and a cash award
of $40. Yewell Harrison is director of the Fulton Band which has
64 members.

and family were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Clardie Holland
in Hickman.

Joe Beadles Jr., srle of Mr and
Mrs. Joe Beadles of this city. %%CIS
named to succeed Edwin Gunter
as teacher in Junior High School.
play supervisor and assistant athletic coach, at the regular meeting
of the City Board tot Education,
Monday night.

After a study of figures released
this week by H. K. Buck. Fulton
trainmaster, the editor of the
News found that $1.031,148 %kits
expended during 1940 in the KenTenn territory composed of Fulton, Hickman, Graves. ()Won and
Weakley counties.
Of this amount the biggest portion centered in and around Fulton itself. In the area 588 employees were on the IC payroll
during 1940, with 434 of these in
Fulton County.

YMBC president, Foad Homra,
today announced plans in regard
to the Ken-Tenn Exposition. The
West World Wonder Shows, one
of the top carnivals of this country will be a featured attraction.
Another attraction will be the
appearance of the Plantation
Party, NBC radio artists, featuring
the Duke of Paducah. A three-ring
circus will also show before the
grandstand.
One day will feature all of the
high school bands of this section
in one Of the biggest band festivals ever to be staged in this area.
Mrs. E. J. McCollum of Hickman
spent Sunday afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Davis of College
Street, Fulton.
Felix Gossum, Jr., has arrived
from the University of Kentucky
in Lexington to spend the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman

Collier

The Fulton Tigers hivemoved
Into second place in this week's
Kitty League standing. The Tigers
won games from Bowling Green.
Owensboro (2) and Paducah (2)

SFRVICE
REPAIR

Anfewnaa t. atalled

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

swat

The handsomest homes in town are painted
with

HANNA

Paints

Mr. and Mrs. Kindred Winston
arrived here last Friday for their
Winston
summer vacation. Mr
has completed his term of teaching
ir.
in Mobile, Alabama for the
Mrs. W. H Atkins was hostess
to her semi-monthly bridge club
Wednesday afternoon at her home
on Green Street. Seven members
were present. Mrs. James Warren
held high score for the games and
she received a lovely prize.
Carl Puckett, local service station operator for the past fifteen
years, has moved his D-X service
station from Carr Street to State
Line, adjoining Brady Brothers
Garage.

A. C. BUTTS
—AND SONS—
LEE - HOOD — DORMAN BEANS
Fulton. Ky.
East State Line
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SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

By J. Edgar Hoover
Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation
COMMUNISM represents a new
age of barbarism. It means terror,
fear, and slavery. Communism is repealing the centuries of progress of
Western man toward tolerance, understanding and human brotherhood.
The ultimate Communist goal is the
overthrow of our Western heritage
and the establishment of a worldwide Communist society.
Let's take a look at some of the
Communist challenges today and see
what we as Christians can do about

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Maryland."
Gov. Lecher of Virginia agreed
to abandon the Maryland Heights,
but Jackson said: "We may as
well abandon No town, for it the
Unionists get command of the
heights they can blast us to bits
and never receive•shot from us."
Jackson had to abandon Maryland
Heights, and soon he also retreated from Harper's Ferry.
Virginia, • week after the formation of the new state of West
Virginia, asked the seceding counties to return to the Commonwealth. Said the Governor: "You
owe allegiance to either Virginia
or Lincoln. You cannot remain
neutral If you prefer the govern'

ST

them.
Challenge: The Communists appeal to man's idealism, and ask the
very best of his life. Answer: Have
we in America and in the Church
given sufficient emphasis to Christian
ideals? Have we called for heroic effort in the attainment of great goals?
Have we given our young people
ideals which help to mold their lives
for Christ? Or have we been content
with catering to man's mediocrity,
rather than attempting to bring out
the noblest and deepest strands of
character. Are we pressing on toward
the high calling in Christ, toward the
goals of a Christian society?
Challenge: Communists expect
personal sacrifice and dedication from
their members. Answer: We in the
Church and society must expect a
deep sense of personal sacrifice and
dedication. Many people come to
Church exerting only a "casual effort" and not giving of their time, talents and personal resources. The
Communists have discovered that a
demand for the very best actually
brings forth the very best. If the
Communists can create such responses from a cold, cynical materialism,
just think of the accomplishments
which can be wrought by the power
of the Holy Spirit!

WILLLILIE
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but poorly disciplined."
By William H McHenry
"We can't help that." said one of
Third week In Jane, 1861
"We ain't much
Harper's Ferry. in Virginia, the Kentuckians.
follorin' a drum and whistler,
for
was to have more than its share
to tall travelof the events of the Civil War. but when it comes
lin' after Abe Lincoln's sogers,
Site of John Brown's Raid, the
jest count us in the pile."
small town was the anchor of the
One Kentuckian demonstrated
defense line which guarded northfor a reporter what he called his
ern Virginia.
drill." He stuck his bow1881,
in
"Military
June
By the middle of
ie knife in a tree, edge outward,
there were some 10,000 Confedand then from fifty paces he split
ehte troops in and around Hara bullet on the knife.
per's Ferry. The New York papers
The uniforms of the Confedersaid of these: 7,000 were Virginians, 1,180 were from Alabama, ates were described as "various."
The men from Alabama wore
900 from Mississippi, and 500 from
"dark green coat, grey pants, or
Kentucky.
they wore pants and no coat, with
New York papers published a
just a flannel shirt and no other
letter from a young Virginia soloutside garment.
dier to a friend in New York. He
The Kentuckians wore a "plain
said he was enjoying soldiering,
blue shirt-like coat, gathered at
but that in Harper's Ferry he
waist ,and drab pantaloons.
the
found many people who were very
They had a black felt hat, turned
pro-Unionist so that they made
up at the side."
him feel unwelcome.
One company of men was very
The same young man mentioned
his commanding officer, a T. J. tough . . they had, said the re"38 men who have been
porter
has
who
Jackson, a 'fine officer
marked by musket ball or pistol,
the rank of colonel." (within two
or with Bowie knife, or sword,
months and the world would know
who have killed their man in duel
of "Stonewall" Jackson, but that
or combat."
would be in July after the Battle
Jackson became famous for his
of Bull Run.)
actions while at Harper's Ferry
Said the soldier of Colonel
He had, before this time, seized
Jackson:"He has good administra513 locomotive and more than 300
tive ability, and has thus far concars of the Baltimore and Ohio
ducted the preparations for the
Railroad. The locomatives were
defenses of Harper's Ferry enerhauled down the highway to
getically. He is a graduate of West
where they could be placed on the
Point, went through the Mexican
at Strasburg for use in
railroad
war, winning several brevets, and,
the South.
as a brave, determined, and capJackson fortified the mountain
able officer, is one of the best in
tops across the Potomoc in Marythe Southern army.
land.
The governor of Maryland
The soldiers from Kentucky at
objected to this, saying it was "an
Harper's Ferry, were described
as being" "A fine body of men, invasion of the Sovereign State of
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America's Finest HOUSE PANT
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You need only one coat for most repaint work
when you use famous Pittsburgh SUN-PROOF Howse Point.
No primer is required. And you can paint right over
chalky surfaces. SUN-PROOF also gives you the extra
protection of fume-resistant pigments and special
VITOLIZED OIL.

FULWIN PAM & GLASS
Commercial Ave.
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His Life Story--

A 20th Century Miracle!

FORD PHILPOT TL
Sponsored by the 11 Methodist Churc hes in the Ken - Tenn Area:
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
(FULTON)

BETHLEHEM

f
IT

NEW HOPE
WALNUT GROVE
DUKEDOM

RICE CITY
WATER VALLEY
PALESTINE

TENT
CATHEDRAL

HOWARD WHITMORE
Music Director - Soloist -

THE WHITE SISTERS
- .1. MI .1 - .1

WESLEY
CHAPEL HILL
HARRIS

t•

100 VOICE CHOIR
EACH NIGHT

PAUL CLARK

FULTON BALL PARK 7:45 P.M.
EVERYONE INVITED
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Diary of Doin's
(Items

gathered along Fulton's merryway

for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

Dieting is like the weather, everybody talks about
it, but only the hearty souls stick with it and do something about it. Nearly every national magazine of any
importance has had, at some time or another, a "success"
story about men and women lqsing the most fantastic
number of pounds, and most women cut out the stories
and suggested diets, try them for as much as 72 hours
sometimes, and then that's that. Recently somebody sent
us a suggested diet for the sure loss of weight and we
thought you might like to follow it for awhile. We didn't,
but then we don't stick to diets much. Here it is:
THURSDAY
-LOW CALORIE DIET
MONDAY
Breakfast: Weak Tea.
Lunch: One bouillion cube in 1-2
cup diluted water.
Dinner: One pigeon thigh; three
ounces prune juice,
(gargle only).
TUESDAY
Breakfast: Scraped crumbs from
burnt toast.
Lunch: One doughnut hole (without sugar), one glass of
dehydrated water.
Dinner: Three grains cornmeal,
broiled.
WEDNESDAY
Breakfast: Shredded egg shell
skin.
Lunch: 1-2 dozen poppy seeds
Dinner: Bee's knees and mosquito knuckles sauted in
vinegar.

Want the best?
VISIT THE

AWNING
SUPERMARKET
one stop shopping

NAVACO CLASSIC

11111111111
Navaco Ventilated
Rigid Vinyl orid Aluminum

mann wedding rehearsal last Friday evening. Mr. and Mrs. Hellmann are the parents of the groom.
The tables were centered with
arrangements of white gladiolus,
chrysanthemums, smilax, white
bells and white satin ribbon.
Branched silver candelabra holding tall white candles were also
featured in the arrangements.
Mrs. Ronald Mac Fields was the
hostess for the Thursday night
Canasta Club last week. She served refreshments to eight players.
Mrs. Don Doris was high and Mrs.
Joel Nabors was low.
Max and Linda McDade were
the winners of the Opening Day
two-ball tournament held last
Wednesday afternoon at the Fulton Country Club. Second place
winners were Ethel McDaniel and
Ward Johnson.
A large crowd was present at
the Club all day and they enjoyed
various activities including a picnic lunch at seven that evening.

the father of the groom.
The table was centered with an
unusual arrangement of flame and
bronze gladiola. Scattered among
the flowers were cigarettes which
were attached to red chenille
stems.
Following the breakfast the
groom-elect presented his attendants with monogrammed gold cuff
links.
The final in a series of lovely
parties for Miss Sandra Sue Laird,
who became the bride of Charles
Bruce Hellmann on Saturday,
June 10, was a delightful brunch
at the Park Terrace on Saturday
morning. The hostesses were Mrs.
It. D. Jonakin and Mrs. Jerry Roland Laird.
The table was centered with a
lovely arrangement of pink roses
and white larkspur. A delicious
country ham breakfast was served. The hostesses presented the
honoree with a goblet in her
chosen crystal pattern.
Following the brunch, the bride
presented her attendants with
lovely white gloves.

Installation of new B & PW officers was held following a buffet
Four girls and their advisers
luncheon at the KU kitchen That
Breakfast: oiled-out stains of week. Annabelle Edwards was re- from Fulton High School and
old table cloth.
'elected as president, while the Fulton County High School atLunch: Bellybutton of a Naval other officers are Ann Whitnel, tended the Sifteenth Annual
orange.
vice president; Mildred Freeman, meeting of the Xentucky AssoDinner: Three eyes from Irish
treasurer; Gladys Simpson, cor- ciation of Future Homemakers of
potato (diced)•
responding secretary and Ramelle America, which was held on the
Murray State College Campus,
FRIDAY
Pigue, recording secretary.
June 6-8.
Breakfast: Two lobster antennas
Misses Lynn Bushart and ScarLunch One tail joint of Sea
Another In the series of prelet Turner and their advisor, Mrs.
Horse.
nuptial parties honoring Miss SanDinner: Rotisserie broiled guppy dra Sue Laird. recent bride of Gilbert DeMyer attended from
fillet.
Charles Bruce Hallman, was held Fulton High School and were reSATURDAY
last Wednesday afternoon in the sponsible for "Welcome" bulletin
Breakfast: Four chopped banana Derby Rebel Room. The hostesses boards in Wells Hall.
Misses Ann Marshall and .Tobie
seeds.
were Miss Laraine Fields, Mrs.
Lunch: Broiled butterfly liver.
Robert McAlister, Mrs. Bobby Rambo and their advisors, Miss
Agnes
Sublette and Mrs. King
Dinner' Jellyveretbrate a la
Bennett, Miss Lena Lou Moss and
Davis attended from Fulton Councentipede.
Miss Jessie Bell Gamblin.
SUNDAY
Ten invited guests enjoyed the ty High and were responsible for
Breakfast: Pickled humming
delightful luncheon. The table was "Welcome" bulletin board displays
bird tongue.
centered with an arrangement of in Woods Hall.
Both chapters served as hostessLunch: Prime rib of tadpole;
roses, larkspur, lilies and daisies
es at the banquet Wednesday night
aroma of empty custard
in a silver Revere bowl.
pie plate.
The hostesses presented the hon- and took part in the program enDinner: Tossed paprika and
oree with a teaspoon in her chosen titled "Sweet Sixteen".
On Thursday morning, Miss
sterling pattern.
clover leaf salad.
Bushart was one of 213 who reNOTE: A seven-ounce glass of
steam may be consumed on alA popular Miami visitor, Mrs. ceived State Homemakers degrees.
ternate days to help in having Howard Edwards, was honored at This is the highest honor an FHA
a lovely luncheon Thursday of last member can receive in Kentucky.
something to blow off.
week at the Park Terrace. Mrs. Lynn is the daughter of Dr. and
Sometime during the school year Bob White and Mrs Frank Bead- Mrs. Ward Bushart of Third street
in Fulton.
Jim White at the City National les were the hostesses.
Bank handed us a poem written
Twenty-two ladies attended and
Fulton took on a real military
by Patsy Smith and said that his enjoyed the luncheon. The table
wife Elizabeth came across it and held attractive arrangements of face this week-end when several
thought we might like to publish roses and summer flower. Mrs. gatherings around town filled their
it. We hung it on our "time copy" Edwards was presented with a cup with good talk about travels,
assignments and "do-you-knowhook and going through it the guest gift.
so-and-so," questions. Ruth and
other day we still think it's interesting and readable. Patsy was a
Miss Sandra Sue Laird, whose Don Wright were weekend guests
fifth grade student In Mrs. Mil- marriage to Charles Bruce Hell- of their respective families. Don
dred Moore's class at Carr Insti- mann was solemnized Saturday was en route to Corpus Christi,
tute;
evening, was again honored when Texas for a new assignment in the
Mrs. Buy Joe King, Mrs. Robert naval air force. The week-end also
Here's the poem:
Taylor and Mrs. C. D. Jones en- brought to Fulton Virginia Isbell,
tertained with a lingerie shower (Mrs. Jim) from Anchorage, AlasARITHMETIC POEM
ka and you know that Colonel Jim
last Wednesday evening.
is in the Air Force. Then on TuesI know 8 qts. - - I pk.
Seventeen guests were present
day
Colonel and Mrs. Charlie WestAnd that 4 do. - - 1 bu.
and each gave the honoree a loveThat 32 qts. - - 1 bu.
ly gift. She was also presented pheling arrived for a visit with us
with a gift corsage of white carna- en route to Fort Worth, Texas after having visited in West Point
Some time I'm not sure •
tions.
for the graduation from the AcadThat a peck is a peck or a
Quart a quart but I'm sure
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Maffitt of emy and subsequent marriage of
Another Westpheling
A pint is a pint because It's
San Angelo, Texas, spent a week their son
Smaller than a peck or a quart. in Fulton visiting with Mrs. Vera son passed the entrance examination and entered the Academy and
Parrish. They also visited relatives
I get all mixed up sometimes
in McKenzie, Wednesday, and besides that with the Westphelings
About peck or quart or quart or went on to Lexington, Tennessee was Helen's (Mrs. Charles's) sister
Miss Viola Todd. who came to the
Peck orlaint or bushel or a
on Thursday.
States from Seoul, Korea to attend
bushel
the eastern festivities.
A pint. Oh I'm all mixed up!
Continuing the series of prenuptial parties for Miss Sandra
We gathered all this clan togethI'm sure I know that
Sue Laird and Charles Bruce
er this week and if you don't
8 qts. - - 1 pk.
Hellmann, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
think we felt like a buck private in
4 pks. - - 1 bushel
Henry Hellmann, parents of the
the rear ranks listening to all that
32 qts. - - 1 bushel
groom, entertained the members
Army, Navy, Air Force, QuarterDo you know,
of the immediate wedding party
master talk you're mightily misand out of town relatives with an
know Fm good on arithmetic informal stand-up buffet supper taken. Besides Paul invited several
of his Reserve officer friends in
Because I know that
in their private car. The supper
for a chat with the visiting West8
- - 1 pk.
was held Friday night, June 9.
phelings and we feel now like we
4 pits. - - 1 bushel
The buffet table was centered ought to salute
each other around
32 qts - - 1 bushel
with a lovely arrangement of the house
now. It was fun!
summer flowers and a delicious
Miss Judy Page, daughter of Mr. buffet was served the guests.
Virginia flew home with her
and Mrs. Carmi Page of Fulton,
has left for Montgomery, Alabama
IMINIMPRISMIMetel,
Mr. Ernest Henry Hellmann enwhere she will have a three-weeks tertained the men of the
wedding
training course at the U. S. Air party of the Laird-Hallmann
with
Force Hospital, Maxwell Air Force a bachelor's breakfast in the
HellBase, Alabama. She will become a mann private car. Mr. Hellmann is
social worker in the southeastern
states for the American Red Cross.

mother Mrs. Jessie Fleming who
entered Haws Memorial Nursing
home on her arrival. We're glad to
have Miss Jessie Lee back and it's
so such fun to visit again with
the perfectly charming and lovely
Virginia.
It's a coming and going world we
live In these summer weeks. Coming for a visit with Mrs. Nelle Fall
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr.
is the Bob Binford family of Birmingham, Ala. The Birrford family
(Jane Binford and Fall and Bob
Quattlebaum and little Riibin)
will spend their vacation here, but
the Quattiebaurna are en route to
Sarah, Pennsylvania where Bob
will interne. He's just received
that coveted M. D. behind his
name.
Going away Sunday will be Ann
Fall to Lexington where she will
enter summer school and then on
the away list is Bud White and
Robert D. Fields of Hickman who
are wending their way westward
to Yellowstone National Park for
the national convention of SAE.
After the convention the boys will
continue westward, with three
other fraternity brothers, to California and Mexico and other interesting points in the West. What
fun'

Miss Herring Weds
Roy Anderson Here
In Quiet Ceremony
Miss Mary Charles Herring,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. M. L
Herring and Kenneth Roy Anderson, son of Mr and Mrs. Roy Anderson, were wed in a private
double-ring ceremony on Saturday, June 10 at 2:30 in the afternoon. Rev. Ray Fleming, pastor of
Pilot Oak Baptist Church conducted the exchange of vows.
Miss Martha Herring. sister of
the _bride and Danny Griffin. of
Fort Smith Arkansas, were the
only attendants
Immediately following the ceremony, a wedding reception for the
bridal party, family and friends
was held at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. McClanahan. Wedding
cake and punch were served to
the approximately fifty guests.

Miss Sandra Laird, Charles Bruce Hallmann
Exchange Vows In Lovely Ceremony Sunday
By Agatha Gayle Toollesd
In a wedding marked by tauusual beauty Miss Sandra Sue
Laird became the bride of Charles
Bruce Hellmann on Saturday evening the tenth of June nineteen
hundred and sixty-one at eight
o'clock. The impressive double
ring service was solemnized at the
First Methodist
Church. Miss
I.aird is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin James Laird and Mr.
Hellmann is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Henry Hellmann of
Flossmoor, Illinois The Reverend
David Hilliard officiated assisted
by Reverend Joseph I.. Leggett.
The altar of the church was
I eautifully decorated in the traditional bridal scheme of green
and white.
The lovely bride, who was escorted to the altar and given in
marriage by her father, wore an
exquisite formal wedding gown of
pure silk organza poised over taffeta. She wore long whita,gloves
and carried a spray arrangement
of white phalaetiopsis orchids and
stephanotis tied with satin and
illusion. Her jewelry was a single
strand of pearls and tiny pearl
earrings which were the groom's
gift to her.
Mrs- Jerry Roland Laird. sisterIn law of the bride was the matron
of honor The bridesmaids were
Miss Elizabeth Ann Hellmann, sister of the groom, Miss Laraine
Fields and Miss Jessie Belle Gamblin They wore identical street
length frocks of turqoume peau de
sole designed along sheath lines.
The two junior bridesmaids.

WEEK-END

YOUR V STORE
$1.95 Gillette Adjustable Razor, Super
Blue Blades and 89c size Right Guard
Deodorant

Take the gamble out of the soy
bean crop; buy Qt•Ai.rry Hood
—Clark—Ogden beans at

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
Central Avenue; South Fulton

LARGE SIZE

CERAMIC ASH TRAY
Rugs Need

. colon, 665,4

Cleaning?

Dry-clean them yourself, like new,
in a few minutes. Rent our
GLAMORENE

and

Shapes

Electric Rug Brush
(Low daily rental. $2)
Yes' We sell GLAMORENE drycleaner; 1 gallon does up to 4
9x12 carpet areas; kills moths instantly.

Men's Fine Quality Combed Lawn Cotton

We also rent—

HANDKERCHIEFS

Reg. $1.00

Hospital Beds
High Chairs
Wheel Chairs
Roll-away beds
BENNETT
w ,:!,

ELECTRIC
Phone 201

775'

Inch
Bord•r, Horn
si;trh.ol, 3 to
Gift So&

\

/
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Reg. $1.00

Just Arrived for Summer!
Fruit of the Loom and Dan River

Larry Walker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Walker of Fulgham, has
been chosen to sing in the chorus
of "Bound For Kentucky", a historical drama on the founding of
Louisville. The program will be
presented at the Iroquois amphitheatre in Louisville for eight
weeks, beginning July 3.
Classic Patio Covers with
Built-in Weather Seal of
Vinyl

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Henry
Hellmann were the hosts at a
smorgasbord dinner at the Park
Terrace following the Laird-Hall-

ROOFING
of all types!
Build-up roofing, shingle roofing; repair and painting
Guttering: all sizes

DOBTCH'S
Roofing Company
23 Years' experience
Phone 5-3615
Martin, Tenn.

Call today
CALL

In Operation 61 Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons

for Free Estisrala

TWIN CITY
Home Improvement Co.
Fulton
Main St.

FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tann

Hamilton Skotch's Foam

COOLER CHEST

JUNE
18 restina

Light at a feather. Keeps contents cold or
any other chest. Cannot mildew or rust.

Daq

of longer than

SALE! Spring fabrics while they last

Greenfield Monument Works
Ncrvaco Coda Approved
Carports for yoor-round
protection

• PAMPERED COTTONS
• MIX and Match
• COTTON SATEEN

lc Per Inch and
2 Yards For $1.00
SINGER SEWING CENTER

G'FIELD:
AD 5-2293

Main Street

Fulton

1
. ,..!moommt,
$266

,

Reg. $4.95

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE
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SPECIALS

Mr. and Mrs. Anderson left for
a short wedding trip after which
they will return to Fort Smith,
Arkansas. where the groom is employed.

BUY SOY BEANS

Miss Debra Ann Laird, sister of
the bride, and Miss Peggy June
Sturgis wore similar frocks of the
turquoise peau de sole with deep
collars and gathered skirts. Their
flowers alui headdresses were like
those of - the bridesmaids. The
dainty flower girls were Gtgl
Laird, niece of the bride, and
Janice Laird, cousin of the bride.
They' wore frocks of turquoise
p*au de soie with wide collars,
puffed sleeves and gathered skirts
The groom was attended by
Ronald Foster as best man. The
ushers were Jerry Roland Laird,
brother of the bride, Lawrence
Lottler, Fred Perkins, arid Arthur
Lang.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
I.aird wore a sheath dress of beige
re-embroidered lace. Her shell hat
was of the green satin covered
with the lace. Her corsage was of
green cymbidium orchids.
Mrs. Hellmann, mother of the
groom, wore a blue chiffon dress
designed over matching silk. She
wore long white gloves and blue
lace slippers. She pinned a white
orchid corsage to her evening bag.
Immediately follawing the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Laird entertained with a reception in the dining room of the church. Arrangements of white stock were used in
decoration.
Assisting in serving the guests
were Mrs. B. D Jonakin. aunt of
Jones, Mrs.
the bride, Mrs. C
Joe Holland, Mrs. lierschel Kimbel cousin of the bride and Mrs.
Ralph DeMent. Miss Lena Lou
(oostisses as Fage Five)
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STUDENTS—
at the Park Terrace Restaurant.
Lynn will go into the Navy Reserve sometime in the near future,
and then he plans to enter Memphis State.
Judy Wolberton, an elementary
education major at Murray State
College. will begin working at
Billdridge's
Store
Department
sometime next week.
There are also many students
who have received job offers outof-town and some even out-ofstate. Two local college co-eds are
working in summer camps. Judy
Burton, Murray State student, is
serving as waterfront assistant at
Camp Koch in Cannelton, Indiana.
Laraine Fields, who will be a senior at UTMB this fall, will leave
soon for Camp Yonahlassee In the
North Carolina mountains.
Billy Mac Morris, who recently
received his fiS degree from the
University of Tennessee. has already left for his summer job at
the Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, Alabama. He holds a position in the physics deportment.
Carol McNeilly and Glynn Ray
Bradley, both former Fulton High
graduates, will work at Cumberland Falls again this summer.
Wayne Anderson, who is attending summer school at Murray
State College, has a job in the
MSC library Wayne also plans to
do some part time work here in
Fulton.
There are probably many more
students in the area who have
equally important and interesting
msnths ahead. To them, we wish
jobs lined up for the long summer
lots of luck both now and in the
year to come when they will be
spending that hard-earned money
on their coveted college educations.

LAIRD—
Continued Crain page Fear
Moss was at the register table
which was covered with • cutwork
cloth and held • tall wedding candle which was encircled with tulle
and a white and gold wedding pen
topped with a white rose.
Following the reception Mr. and
Mrs Hellmann left for an extended wedding trip to Florida and
Nassau after which they will be at
home in Fulton.

Chief Of Police
Suffers Heart Attack
Fulton Chief of Police Roy
Nethery is at Hillview Hospital
for treatment following a heart
attack suffered shortly after midnight Tuesday.
Rueintal attendants reported his
condition "satisfactory" today.

Feed Your Hosts

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT
With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky

SUPER
KEM - TONE
$5.35
GALLON
EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Phone 35
Fulton

Rabies Must Be
Controlled Is
Expert Advice
11, 1i
11,IN appal ently been declining in Kentucky for the past
year and a half, according to State
Health Department figures. Examinations
of
animal
heads
through April of this year revealed 49 positive for rabies, compared
with 72 for the same period of
1960.
_
However; Dr. James Hamilton,
Health Officer, Fulton County
Health Department, emphasized
this week that only through continued control measures—pet immunization, quarantine of animals
suspected of rabies, and disposal
of stray animals—can this disease be eliminated from the State.
If a person is bitten by a domestic
animal,
THE
ANIMAL
SHOULD NOT liE KILLED.
Instead, it should be locked in a
pen or turned over to the county
dog warden or a veterinarian.
Positive symptoms of rabies or
death of the animal will usually
occur within 14 days. If the animal is wild, it should be captured
and penned, if possible. If not,
care should be taken not to destroy
the head when the animal is killed_ The Fulton County Health Department should be contacted for
instructions regarding shipment of
heads to the State Department of
Health Laboratories in Frankfort.

No Grazing, Harvesting
On Reserve Contracts!
Farmers who have Conservation
contracts were cautioned by Narvel Seals, Chairman of the County
Agricultural
Stabilization
and
Conservation Committee, about
compliance with those contracts
during the current cropping and

Feed Grain Acreage
Check To Be Made
Farmers who are taking part in
the 1961 feed grain program
should be ready by July 1, 1961
to have their acreage checked, according to Roy Bard, Chairman.of
the Fulton County ASC Committee,
Mr. Bard expects the measurement of feed grain acreage in the
county to get under way about
July 1st. At that time, employees
of the county committee will start
visiting farms that are participating in the feed grain program
During the visits the acreage if
corn and grain sorghum will also
be measured.
The acreage of land designated
as having been diverted from the
production of corn and grain sorghum will also be measured. The
designated diverted acreage will
be measured and the current use
of the land will be recorded. Diverted acreage is to be used for
approved conservation under the
program.
Six (6) weeks is the time estimated by Mr. Bard to be required
to visit and check all the farms in
the county that are taking part in
the feed grain program.
Work Together.:
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Bank base crops under the Conservation Reserve program,
Mr. Seals said failure to comply
with one of these three contract
obligations is the most frequent
cause of loss of the annual Conservation Reserve payment.
Ph

1Jp. Clean Up

YEARBOOKS READY!
South Fulton Elementary sh
dents who have paid fur the
yearbooks may pick them up
the school Friday at 1 p. m. TI
books, the first in the history
the school, contain 32 pages
school pictures.

UAW
illEMU NM
EMIR III III MINIM III MEIN
Super Right — Rich Flavored — Juicy Meated
Value Priced Now At A&P!!

K LOINS
7-RIB PORTION

lb.29c
Loin Portion . Lb. 39c
Pork Chops( c,

Williams Gets
Fifty Year
Service Award
Raymond 0. Williams, employee
of the Illinois Central since 1911,
was one of the honored guests at
a luncheon at the Palmer House in
Chicago last week He was presented with a Fifty Year Service
Award a gold pass good for lifetime transportation anywhere on
the Illinois Central Railroad.
Williams. cashier at the Illinois
Central freight house in Fulton,
has spent his whole railroading
career here in Fulton. He and his
wife live in Fulton. His son, R 0
Williams, Jr. and his two grandchildren live in Memphis.

grazing season The contracts call grasses and legumes, water storfor no grazing or harvesting on age, and plantings beneficial to
the designated acreage and for wildlife. In return for annual payplanting within the permitted ments, the designated land is kept
acreage of Soil Bank base crops entirely out of production.
on the farm.
Before the planting season startA farm with a Conservation Re- ed, each farmer with a Conservacontract
has
a
designated
serve
tion Reserve contract was sent a
acreage of land that has been notice of his permitted acreage of
taken out of production and is now Soil Bank base crops. All small
devoted to conservation uses. The grains, oilseed crops, and most
conservation uses include trees, s row crops are considered Soil

First

1Center

I c ut.

U. S. GOV'T INSPECTED CHICKEN PARTS

Lb.

.

69°

U. S. GOV'T INSPECTED TOP QUALITY FRYING

L. 49€ Chickens(
23c
L. 39( I Bologna
Wings
u, 29c Backs
u, 15c
Necks
Lb. 10c Gizzards u, 00c
49€
Weiners
I
(8=499)4 299
Dinners
2.
g. 89€:Canned Hams
U.
39c
(1 Ducklings Lalii7tina"ct"
sum .1 mi simmum mi ,
lpple Pie(
,2 35c III Apple Sauce
4 49c
read
.
.
'ar Cake
49c1 Grape Jun
3 790
Spanish Bar Caker7)...33'"'
450
Juice
Coffee Cake Z.(
33c 111 Del Monten Prune
•
20 990
II Charcoal briquets
Mild Cheese( )Lb- 49'▪ Silvertown
2
•
Fig Bars
Butter
( ) 6911T;
70(
Cheese Slices
1143
'
P45C Tide
33c
•Margarine
Ice Cream
2
Kleenex
BanquetDinnersi:.,,"rzl...,39'
49(
Potatoes
Nifty Waffles
35(
Lemons
Sunnyfield Flow
2 25c Watermelons,..,„. E. 85c
Peaches
c
G
Fab
(Sc) 7.7 29ft TOranges n. 5 39c
59c Green BeansT.„.., 19c
Scott Towels=- 2
Waldorf
4 37€
Soft-Weave
2 27(
Stores
tood
RoIl.
Scott Tissue
4
Whole Breast
Whole Legs

Whole
Lb.

Cut-Up
lb 27c

OR BRAUNIICHWEIGER
(Sliced Bologna, lb, 490 By the Place

Lb
.39(

ARII Most

Super Right
Skinless

Lb'

King Sire

CAP'N JOHN

Haddock
18-0:)
Scallop
10-00

'ONE PARKER

•

Lb

Save
16c

whoi•

s

t

Wheat

16-0w,
Cans

Ade—Our
Finest Quality

Save 9c
On 2 Loaves

Loewe,

sap Pure

20-01.
Bottles
Quart
Bottle

WISCONSIN CHEDDAR

•

:
PLki
39C

PrIce

Elunnytheld

Me1-0-811

last

Reg. size

EMT
[vett", Sc Newspaper
Coupon)

7
(with coupon) 27C (w171coupon):

kg

or Swiss
Crtastrnont

Ann Pow
100% Pare Corn Oil

Lb.

CLEANSINa
SUES

FROZEN FOOD

749:
'
° 4
9C

10

, top b,,,oer
HOWARD T.
al Aopaiooss horses and owner 01 LIN,
Nine Ouartertircie Ranch at
Gallatin Gateway, Montana, says,

25 SR
$1.45
25 PL.-$1.39

"THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

90 Prow
Pint

Dozer

'
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;
inhe'cll
rapes ‘

omatoes Hoskins ... Lb.

Datergent
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Lb

Lb

RbIL8

41(

Monday Thru. Friday 8-6
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Saturday 8-8
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PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., JUNE 17

Tissue

THE GREAT ATLANTIC Si PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

(

Tissue

MELLOW-MASH

Rots

Whits
or Colors

Yellowstone
Greatest American Whiskey

AMIRICA'S DIPINDASII /00D HIMONT SIMI NS,

53C

The

Straight Bourbon 00 a toe Proof anitiel-re Bose
pismire a DOTTIE° ITI YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO., LOUISTILLE-OWENSEFIRI

g.ntUrkl

11,

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

Scotkins

24.b. (Self Rising)
25c
5-Lb. (SR. S3c) Plain 54c
10-Lb. (S.R. 1.04) Plain 1.02
25-Lb. (SR. 2.19) Plain 2.09

NAPKINS
Year Favorite Beverages

LETS HAVE A PARTY

W INES rii1LIQUORS
Most nommen, meek In%
Well Keats*,

T.
(
e

nI•M 17.
441-44 Lake Street

2:: 35°
Ivory Snow
Ron, Size
12114-02_ Pkg,

34°

I

CIL eire 1-Lb.
154-0s. Pkg

83°

Spic & Span
CLEANER
16-0s.
Box

I

Scotties

Cut Rite

Ivory Soap

FACIAL TISSUES

WAX PAPElt

MiRSONAL SIZE

29,

2 7:1 49c
2 losflq2:0 25c
Zest Soap

Lux Soap

Florient

/
4-02-)
BATH SIZE (53

BATH SIZE

DEOOORANT

2Bar. 41°

125-Ft.
Roll

2.29*

410

Bare
6
"
12.

Mz
o

750

DEATHS
Willie Nowa
Willie Homra, 60, well known

Fulton merchant, died at 4:30 a.m.

MN COMMERCIAL AVEN

Mrs. Ibry Trevaibaa
Mrs. Mary Louisa Gibson Trevathan, 71, became the third victim of the April 16 accident on
Highway 307 involving a Fulton
couple and a Mayfield couple. Mrs.
Trevathan died Sunday, June 11,
at Haws Memorial in Fulton.
Mrs. Trevathan, a resident of
Park Avenue, Fulton, was born in
Weakley County, Tennessee, the
daughter of the late Charles and
Nettie Warbritton Gibson.
Bsides her husband, she leaves
a step-mother, Mrs. Ada Gibson;
daughters, Mrs. Virginia
four
Hardin of Fulton, Mrs. Sue Surratt of St. Louis; Mrs. Gene Skelton of West Palm Beach, Florida,
Mrs. Beth Henry of Paducah; two
sons, Rev. Henry Trevathan of
Sedalia, Missouri; James Trevathan of Chicago; two sisters, Mrs.
Ethel Brawner of Greenfield; Mrs.
Gertie Roberts of McKenzie; two
brothers, Tob Gibson of Martin,
Sam Gibson of Bellflower, California; five half brothers, Joe Gibson of Fulton; Charlet Gibson of
Union City; George Dewey Gibson
of Chicago; Ruben Gibson and
Cayce Gibson of Chicago; eighteen
grandchildren.
She was a member of the Methodist Church.
Services were held Tuesday at
2 p. m. at the Whitnel Funeral
Home Chapel. Rev. J. L Leggett
officiated. Burial was in Hopewell
cemetery in Gleason, Tennessee_

Saturday, June 10, in the Baptist
Hospital, Memphik where he had
been a patient for two weeks.
He was a native of Merjourne.
Lebanon and was born October 15,
1900, the son of the late George
and Mary Hodge Homra. He was'
married to Miss Aline Noffel of
Fulton April 6, 1930. They have
two sons, Billy and Michael Homra
both of Fulton.
He was the owner of The Leader Store, local department store,
for 32 years. He was a member of
the Greek Orthodox Church and
First Methodist
attended the
Church of Fulton. He was a member of Masonic Lodge No. 172
F & AM.
Besides his wife and two sons,
he leaves two grandchildren, Dee
Ann and Lisa Homra of Fulton;
three brothers, Solomon, Homes,
Jacob Homra, all of Lebanon.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
Monday, June 12, at the First
Methodist Church with Rev. J. L.
Leggett, pastor, assisted by Rev.
John Hartman of Jackson, Miss.
Interment was in Obion County
Memorial Gardens.
His nephews served as active
pallbearers.
Honorary pallbearers were F. A.
Homra, Sam Homra, Steele, Mo.;
Howira, Tiptonville, Jean
Ed
Homra, Ernest
Smith, David
Khourie, Columbus, Ohio.; Fred
Miss Augusta Wilson Smith,
Naifeh, Oklahoma City: Ed Engel, member of a prominent Fulton
Fulton, Richard Hamra. Senath, family, died at 3:30 a. m. June 10
Mo.
at the family residence on Third
street.
She was born November 10,
MOSS INJURED
1913 in Obion County, Tenn., the
David Moss, fifteen year old daughter of the late H. T. Smith,
Cayce youth, received a kidney well known Fulton attorney, and
injury when a base runner ran in- Mrs. Agnes Paschall Smith ,also
to him during a Pony League deceased.
She is survived by two sisters,
baseball game at Hickman Sunday
afternoon. He was taken to the Miss Martha Smith, Fulton City
Clerk Mrs. Harry Smith of TipBaptist Hospital in Memphis.
tonville; an aunt, Mrs. T. M. PittTwo Civil War battles were man of Panama City, Fla., and
fought for the town of Cynthiana, four cousins, Joe Bennett and Miss
Slayme Bennett of Fulton, Miss
Ky.
Sarah Foster of Memphis and Mrs.
Helen McGee of Vicksburg, Miss.
She was a member of the First
Methodist Church.
Graveside services were held at
10 a. m. Sunday, June fl, at Fairview Cemetery with Rev. J. L.
Leggett. First Methodist minister,
officiating.

Miss Augusta Smith

"Bonus Parade's"
Country Trading
Store
will be open

Each Tuesday
Morning and
Fri. Afternoon
To Redeem
"Bones Parade"
Script
Go By and See
What Bonus
Parade Script
will buy!
SAVE!
SAVE!
SAVE!
with

Bonus Parade
Script
The Following
Merchants Are
Participating In
"The Twin-Cities
Bonus Parade"
Baldridge's Variety Store
Ben Franklin Store
Budget Shop
A. C Butta & Sons Grocery
City Drug Store
Clarice Shop
Dotty Shop
Evans Drug Store
Fry's Shoe Store
Fulton Paint & Gluts Co,
Grisham Butterworth
K Homra's
Irby'. Fashion Shop
Jewel Box & Gift Shop
L. Kaanow'si
Leader Sporting Goods
Mae & Fax Flower Shop
National Store
Noffel's Store
Puekett's Service Station
Rice's Men Store
Roper Television
Charlie Scates Store
Southside Drug Store
Tiny Tenger)
.
P. II. Weakr' Sons
Western Auto Store
W a L Dollar Store

Leased Berlin

NOSPITAL NEWS

Leonard Berlin, co-owner and
manager of the Clinton Garment
Co., Clinton, Ky., died, Saturday
night, June 10, in Obion County
General Hospital at Union City
after several months illness. He
was 38.
Services were held Monday at
Riverside Funeral Home in New
York City.
Mr. Berlin was born in New
York City and moved here five
years ago when the garment Plant
began operation. He was president of the Union City Jewish
Community Center, a member of
the Clinton Rotary Club, the Union
City-Obion Country Club and
B'nai Israel Synagogue in Jackson,
Tenn.
He was a veteran of World War

narnett
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Mobbs, Sharon
The following persons were
patients in the Fulton Hospitals on
Wednesday morning
FULTON HOSPITAL
J. N. Wooten, Mrs. Frank LeMaster, James Olds, Mrs. Dorothy
Parton, Mrs. Mike Fry, all of Fulton; J. C. Writ, Louis Burke and
Mrs. Zou Webb all of Fulton Route
3; Mrs. Joe Campbell and son and
Mrs. Bob Johnson both of Fulton
Route 4; Mrs. Eula Woodard,
South Fulton; Mrs. John Wright
and Mrs. Harry Hancock both of
Water Valley Route 1; Mrs. Leon
Grissom, Mingo; Mrs. Hillman
Stewart and Mrs. F. A. Byrd both
of Wingo Route 1; 3. .J. Cruce,
Cayce; V. J
Clements, Martin
Route 3; Mrs. W. A. Tubbs, Rives

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Davis Dixon, Mrs_ W. C.
Demons and baby, Mrs_ Dewitt
Ramsey, Roy Nethery, Lena Maddox and Blaine Mitchell all of
Fulton; Mrs. Mary Pearl Elkins,
Mrs. Harry Reams both of South
Fulton; James Hickman, Fulton
Route 4; Claude Harris, Cayce;
Mrs. Truman Doughty, Hickory;
Mrs. A. C. Bell, Dukedom; J. T.
Simpson and S. D. Grissom both
of Martin Route 3; John Ferguson, Union City; Gene Yates and
John 'Hopkins both of Water Valley; Elsie King, Clinton; Charles
Hornsby, Dresden Route 4.

NOW Docroa CRENSHAW
John Crenshaw, whose wife is
the former Donna Johnston of
Fulton, received his MD degree at
the University of Tennessee Medical Unit in Memphis on Monday
night. He will intern for one year
at John Gaston Hospital in Memphis.
DoMTER RECEIVES AWARD
In recognition of over twenty
years of service to the Soil Conservation District, Scott Defilyer of
Fulton County was awarded the
Length of Service Award at an
area meeting in Mayfield last
week.

BROWDER'S

"r•

STARLITE

SNALLBIAN SHEET METAL

YOU ALL COME!

--teeti•••••.--

Num°
ofPat*

TV REPAIR
Ali Make. and Model.

•

ADULTS - - 39c
CHILDREN -1 - 14c

,

JOS./R. a)
LIIV10011

•
Anytime

letZ,
a
?Mg righe Ir

Anytime
BRIS

%Rs

tTHRI — it

MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

"NUBBIN WILL BE ._.00KING FOR YOU".

Wade Television

SO YOU ALL COME!

N

. S551).51
Ant-

Ill Lake Si.Phone 420
sminear.1111.

FARM
TIRE
SERVICE

THE
FUNNiEST
.i..._ ___PRNATES EVER

THE

To INVADE_
US.Air Force

'•
1

•TIRES•MOUNTING •LIQUID WEIGHTING

woh

- Fulton

23% DEEPER CLEATS
For greeter soil penetration, increased pulling power and extended
service in the field.

Southern States

The late pioneer movie-maker,
D. W. Griffith, was a Louisvillian.
He was born at nearby LaGrange
in Oldham County.
el
•-

Self-Cleaning, open center tread
allows maximum self cleaning conmaximum traction as

sistent with

tire bites, rolls and flexes.

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

Increased Shoulder Depth
New flair shoulders 17(we deeper profirmer grip and continuous

WALKER DELUXE
mot four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Strylgbt Bourbon
Whiskey: R Years, 86.8
Prnof.

vide

M

traction.

MILLEN
Geared to the-Road

Fifth
Pint
ti Pint

$5.40
$3.40
$1.70

Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.
Peoria, thine&

dayi
Mor
ales
lam
11
dau
vial
and
and

Special Rog Ration

HYBRID CORN

Phone 399
Fulton. !Callback,

kyr
Mr.

Browder Milling Co.

OPEN FORMULA
FERTILIZERS...

Cooperative

MOM

Feed Your Hogs

Nicholas Kish Geis
Education Doctorate

He leaves his wife, Mrs. Esther
Max Berlin; a son, Andrew Berlin;
JONES HOSPITAL
ent Gain
a daughter, Deborah Berlin; his
mother, Mrs. Ann Rosenfield BerNicholas Kish, who is married
Mrs. H. C. Swift, Mrs. Carrie
lin of Union City; two brothers, E.stes, Mrs. Bertie Ledbetter, Mrs. to the former Sarah Helen WilIrving Berlin of New York City Ida Craig, Mrs. Henry Sams, Mrs. liams of Fulton, has been awarded
and Richard Berlin of Tenick, N. J. Joe Crafton, Mrs- Elmer Cannon, the Doctorate Degree in Higher
Mrs. G. A. Thomas, Mrs. S. L. Education at the University of
Craver and Mike Cantrell all of Buffalo.
A Completely Balanced
Fulton; Mrs. Ruth Cloys, Cayce; -Mr. Kish is a member of the
NEWS AROUND THE
Ration For Fast, Efficiand
College
University
Mrs. W. D. Payne, Palmersville: faculty of
By Mrs. Edward Wolberten
4
Mrs. G. W. Wilson Mayfield• is the Assistant Dean of Millard
Joyce McWherter, Rives: Mrs. Car- Fillmore College of the Univer
Gene Evans called his parents los Blackard, Latham, Mrs. Finis sity of Buffalo.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Evans Tuesday night from Lackland Air Force
Fultea-Unten City Highway
Base, Texas to tell them he arrved
THURS. THR1' MON. JUNE 11-111
safely and is doing just fine. Gene
mai. RUN ATTRACTION
enlisted n the Air Force and left
FOR UNION CITY AREA
from Paducah, Ky. June 4, for
(Starts at 6.30)
• GAS FURNACES INSTALLED
Louisville where he was sworn in
CEHARRON
•FURNACES CLEANED, REPAIRED
on June 5 and then the group left
With Glenn Ford
Louisville on a DC-7 for Texas
• LENNOX ALL ELECTRIC HEAT-PUMP
Admon. 75e; children under
and a five week training period at
12 free when in ear.
FROM HEATING TO COOLING AUTOLackland Ar Force Base. Gene's
MATICALLY.
address is Eugene R. Evans, AF15645057, Box 1506, Flight 758,
• GUTTERS — DOWN SPOUTS.
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
Mr and Mrs. Mollie King and
Phone 502 — — Fulton. Ky.
Jimmie spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. George King in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wolberton
and family spent Sunday in MemN E 13
phis and attended the grand opening of South Havan Subdivision in
South }Sayan, Mississippi.
sATIlinkT
s.1)5%
Mrs. Bobby Hargis and children
11(11 III I F lfr.Tl'KE!
of Calvert City, Kentucky are
spending this week with her parI. NEWT All rt4r.t.trwIt
ents Mr. and Mrs. Mollie King.
To the Fulton Theatre, that is. Old "Nubbin BizMiss Barbara Gail Adams of
new
his
with
you
zle" is going to make it easy on
Cayce is spending a few days with
her aunt Mrs. Billy Slayden.
Vacation Prices!
Mrs. Robert Workman and Mrs.
Billy Slayden 'visited Mrs. Wilson
Starting Sunday. June 18th
Evans awhile Tuesd,v rhorning.,
11,111410
us wog. co 11,
—AIIMISSIONS—
is
5•IMMEIMINMkallalaaaaalo

Mrs. Anna C. Jordan
Services for Mrs. Anna Catherine Worley Jordan, 31, were held
Sunday, June 11.-at 2 p. m at the
Hornheak Funeral Home chapel.
Rev. Truett Miller and Rev Hoyt
of Hickman officiated.
The body of Mrs. Jordan, a
Memphis nurse, was recovered
Friday morning from the Mississippi river at West Memphis, Ark.
The former Fulton girl had been
missing since Tuesday. Her car
was found abandoned in a parking
area on the Arkansas end of the
bridge Wednesday and it was feared that she had jumped from the
by Farmers,
.
Made
Memphis-Arkansas bridge.
Mrs. Jordan, formerly employed
For Farmers.
by Dr. H. W. Calhoun of Union
Use Fertilizers That Give City, was serving as medical asYou Quality and Higher sistant o: Dr. Edward Caldwell in
Memphis when she disappeared.
Yields.
She was born April 8, 1929 in
Plant Southern States
Fulton, the daughter of John and
Verneita Fortner Worley. She was
graduated at Fulton High school
in 1947.
—Double treated
V Besides her parents, she leaves
—High yielding
her husband, Chester Jordan of
—Double tested for germi- Union City, seven sisters, Mrs.
George Feist of Paducah, Mrs. Al
nation
Henson of Detroit, Misses Nina,
—Double guaranteed
Gladys, Shirley, Helen and Ruth
Worley, all of Fulton, and four
brothers, James Worley of Paducah. 011ie Worley of Fort Hood,
Texas, Glynn Worley of Fulton
and Howard Worley of Bowling
Green.
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Clair Shores, Michigan spent Saturday night with 112. and Mrs. J.
H. Vaughn. Mrs. Cornwall Is also
visiting relatives and friends in
Fulgham and Clinton, Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner
A dinner was given at Mt. Zion
were Sunday afternoon visitors of
C. P. Church Sunday In honor of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown, who are
Kathy Chipman spent several
moving to Jackson, Tennessee todays last week with Glenda Mc- day.
They were also preempted
Morris. Kathy celebrated her
with a gift.
eleventh birthday June 9. We exGordon Craig is horne from Fultend congratulations to Kathy. Mr and Mrs- James Beard and ton Hospital and doing fine. Gordon
is the son of Rev. and Mrs.
daughter of Whiting, Indiana are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harold Beard George Carig.
A large crowd attended Stephand family, also other relatives
ens Lake Sunday for picnicking,
and friends
Mrs Mandl* Cornwall of at. fishing and swimming. Also the
family of Melvin Stephens had
,their reunion at the lake with
a
large group attending that.
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Stephens, Jr.
of Oxnard, California spent the
last two weeks with his mother,
All types of laminae,
Mrs. Melvin Stephens and other
relatives.
SAVE ! GET our
Mrs. Mabel Moire and son John
of Flint. Michigan have arrived to
PACKAGE DEAL
spend the summer months with
Mrs. Mary Stephns and son.
-covering everything"
Mrs. Stephens announces that
Felton, Ky.
Phone 444
Ladies Day at the lake will be
held soon. All ladles are invited to
422 Lake St.
attend these days, and enjoy an
outing at the lake.
Mr. and Mrs. James Tuck, Sherry and Robert were Saturday
night supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Stone of Jackson,
Tennessee.

EAST BEELErroN
By His. J. B. Vaughn

Dewey Johnson

we pay

soder

interest
ON

savings
First Industrial Plan

TURIPILY
JURE'.

107 South 4th St.
Paducah

rutf.7-!

Ent

anisl,01
,

LRVINT
,

ir
I DI

•

5th
Pint
t a Pint

$4.00
$2.54
$1.30

1

•KOS= SPRINGS
Mn. Ofttelf 4$144•1 •
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CAYCE NEWS
aft. twos. simaimais

Kevil Bank Jinxed!
Robbed Three Times

Mrs. Ethel Oliver of Memphis.
Rev. /ernes Holt filled his regular appointment at New Salem Tennessee spent last week with
Baptist church at the morning Mrs. Edna Alexander and Mr. and
cervices held at 11 A. M. It has Mrs. Chester Wade. Mr. and Mrs. For the third time since 1947,
ben announced that VHS will be Milton Bennett, John Miles and the Kevil Bank in Kevil, Kenheld the third week in June, Mon- Myra Lynn spent the weekend tucky has been robbed of more
day June 19th and all children and with them and accompanied her than $10,000. Two gunmen took
$10,300 from the cash drawers and
youngsters ere invited for the home to Memphis.
the vault. A third waited in a
week. Sunday night services was
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Naylor of
devoted to singing with Mr. Lee Dallas. Texas and W. L. Naylor of nearby car.
Officials are still conducting an
Prry conductinge. All young peo- Ft. Lauderdale, Florida were
ple took parts, with some fine Wednesday guests of Mrs. Daisie intensive search for the trio. Reports had them possibly heading TO HELP PROTECT
vocal music rendered.
Bondurant and Clarke.
toward Cairo. •
Mr. Alfred Campbell of Rocky
We had three inches of rainfall
THE "PRIME OF UFE”
here last week in just two days Mt., North Carolina is visiting Mr.
You've been hopins for a forMammoth Cave, discovered aIt rained so hard and wind of high and Mrs. Dood Campbell and Mr.
mula like this — with extra poround 1800, was opened to visitors
velocity took tree limbs, blew and Mrs. Buford Campbell.
tency to suppon a positive sense
Mr. Fred Gadberry of Chicago shortly after the War of 1812.
of well-being and mental alertdown light poles and current was
ness. It provides important lipocrippled for several hours. Birds spent the weekend with Mr. and
tropes, as well as the more COM.
nests were blown down from the Mrs. Bill Gadberry and Freddie.
Accurate
plete
vitamin-mineral protection
Mrs. A. Di Pasquale and daughtrees, killing all young birds. On
desirable for the mature adult.
WORKMANSHIP
our lawn your writer found three ter Linda of New York City were
dead baby birds, and down at the guests of Mrs. Mae Wall, Mrs.
At Low Cost
J. Clyde Johnson house they had Daisie Bondurant and Clarice and
Mrs. Clara Carr and other friends. Watches, Clock., and Time
four dead to bury.
Pieces of All Kind. AccuMr. and Mrs. Allie B. Cloys and
Mrs. Lillian Doyle underwent
some surgery at St. Mary's Hos- daughters Dianne and Alice Nell rately Repaired at Low Cost
pital in Cairo, Illinois a week ago. and Mr. and Mrs. Billie Cloys of by—
She is doing nicely and will return Perry. Florida spent their vacation
ANDREWS
to her home in Union City at an with Mrs. Ruth Cloys.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver of
early date. Get %/Zell wishes go out
Jewelry Company
Memphis spent the weekend with
to her.
408 Lake Phones 70-428
The Sunday School Rely will Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
We welcome Rev. Orr and famimeet with Dresden Baptist Church
ly
as
the
new
pastor
of
the
MethoM.
when
all
22
at
7:30
P.
on June
Baptist churches of Weakley Coun- dist church. We are sorry for Rev.
ty will be represented. The church and Mrs. Pafford to leave but wish
•PIERCE STATION
who sends the largest attendance them success in their new work.
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
Frankfort's Theodore
O'Hara
Mrs. Ruth Cloys was admitted
will capture the banner,
wrote "The Bivouac of the Dead"
etonia shdriu etaoin etaoin etaoio to Jones Clinic Sunday night. We
In memory of Kentuckians who
The farmers and gardeners are
Mr. Buton Lassiter has been on wish her a speedy recovery.
died in the Mexican War.
Mr. Seward Wade of Jacksonproud of the more rains we are hav- the sick list, and is suffering from
ville, Florida is visiting Mr. and
ing but it delays the work on the some bronchial ailment.
new highway through Pierce.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy, Sr Mrs. Chester Wade.
Mrs. Mildred Freeman, Mrs.
children, Patti and Freddie & -.NAN
Naioniumaisuasummi
NOTICE: Car Owners! Jack Lowe, Mrs. Jane Greer and and
Ray, of Memphis Tennessee spent
baby David Royce returned from Sunday her with parents Mr. and
BUY YOUR SEAT
Dallas, Texas Sunday morning af- Mrs. Clyde Johnson.
COVERS at
ter a few days visit with Mr. and
News reached here of the death
Mrs. Joe Royce Lowe and family. of Mr. Will McClure, veteran of
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED
on discontinued oolors of
S.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Holman left World War I. and former resident
today, (Monday) for their home of this area. He was living in New
Installed Free
In Bedford, Va., after a visit with Jersey at the time of his death.
REM - TONE and
Mr. Holman's sister Mary.
Death followed surgery in a local
Mrs. Mattie Roberts and Sam hospital there. We extend deep
REM - GLO ENAMEL
Harold spent last week in Dyers- sympathy to the family from all
Prop.
burg with her daughter Mrs. friends and relatives around here.
While quantities last
Lester Alford and Mr. Alford,
Mr. McClure was a brother of
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans is a patient Zack McClure here, Mrs. Rosa
in the Jones Clinic.
Glass and Mrs. Merchie Harris of
Mrs. Cecil McNatt spent last Mayfield. In the east he is surFULL
week in Annastin, Alabama with vived by his companion, a son.
her daughter Mrs. Kenneth Al- Luther and a daughter, LaVerne. FURNITURE COMPANY
EiSifk.../Vvfays Ack for SrEASi
ford.
Phone 35
Burial took place there.
V13S is in session this week at
The first woman elected to the Old Bethel Baptist Church and
Kentucky Legislature was Mrs. will be held mornings. Many chilMary Elliott Flanery, a represen- dren will be attending the school
tative from Boyd County, elected and each department urges your
attendance.
in 1921.
Mr. Ed Frields still remains in
ei Geol.Little did we know,
bed, but gets his round. of exercise
when we introduced the
in a wheelchair. It will only take
Feed Your Hoge
some time yet for complete reCorvair Monza last year,
storation.
that we were starting a Big
Miss Alicia Bynum of HuntsAlso Available in 5Thing. We just thought it
silk', Alabama is spending the
Year Bottled In Bond
summer with grandparents, Mr.
would be pleasant If you
Fifth - $4.75
Pints and Mrs. Frank Bynum of this disamid buy a car that treats
$2.95
Half Pints trict. She will also visit in Union
$1.50
With Your Home
you, the driver, like you
houseguest of her aunt
City as
After the good rain this week
everybody is very busy setting tobacco. Not much news only work,
work, work.
Mr. Gerald Harrison has returned to Michigan after coming home
last weekend to attend the funeral
of his mother-in-law Mrs. T. J.
Collision of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ray Harrison
and little daughter and Mrs. Gerald Harrison were supper guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison last
Saturday night.
Mrs. Frank Christian and children of Royale. Georgia are visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Grissom.
Sgt. and Mrs. Charles Maynard
and children of Tusicon. Arizona
are visitors of Mr. and Mrs. D. J.
Jones.
Mrs. Ralph McKnight of Knoxville, Tennessee was a weekend
visitor 0/ Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Jones
and other relatives.
Mrs. Marion Milam and children
went shopping in Mayfield last
Friday.
Don't forget the Homecoming
at the Pleasant View Baptist
Church on fourth Sunday.
Vacation Bible School will be
held next week at Pleasant View.
May God Bless each and veryone.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.

For The

Closeout Prices

P. MOORE CO.

Dale Breeden,

N EGARS

t

EXCHANGE

QUART $5.00

Hiram Walker Onality
In A Rich, Tree
Bourbon

°RID

Mt. Morin& Connsustity
lb Mn. Maris* Mimi

e.sr

BUCKET SEATS ALONE DO NOT A MONZA MAKE

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT
Grown Grain

IM MAI IN Prime /UAW.

NiEST

IMertes MAMA. C dean Old

Browder Milling Co.

HIRAM WALKER & SONS. NC.. PEORIA ILL I

Fulton, KY.

ES EVER

NvADE.

Force

just& a day,

the

want to be

Mrs. Lilliarn Doyle.
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter
spent several days last week with
parents Mr. and Mrs. Mansil
Wright near Fancy, Tennessee.
For the best results in baking,
do make accurate measurements
of all ingredients, using standard
measuring cups, spoons and etc.

But they're not the ino:,t
important thing. No sir.
What's really vital is the way
a Monza handles—some-

Paint Up. Clean Up

ItIll'11111111'111111Phommo

ore FarniIii Vacation

11!

Ill!1!111,1 1

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

mow
Titimorgoi
1 1

• NT" Al! CONDITIONED

5

ERT

iUM
MARTHA

,YER

I.Saw

11E
SWIM

Enjoy just a day or a wonderful family vacation in Kentucky.
Every member of the family will
have a great time at Kentucky
Parks and Shrines.
You will find new and improved facilities that have ben
completed with funds from the
$10 million bond issue. And thc,:a
is more to come.

4

• FREE PARKINS
• PIK TV IN EVERY ROOM

111111111111M+16:1

• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• ISCO FFET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT

country, and you know wh.it
that means: steering lit is
thistledown. (You even park
this one more easily, it stec,s
.so briskly.) Beautifully bal,
anced braking—the car stays
level even under panic brlking, which we hope you'll
never have to do. Traction
and more traction, so yr, u
don't become a stick-in-themud. The kind of cornering,

you. Clean, crisp styling.
Thoroughgoing economy,

• COMPLETELY REMODELED

from purchase price to operating cost. • You're not
going to be satisfied with
bucket seats alone, are you?

CORVAIR

1111Q7

SCOTT J. •TSISANT
Ow. WA,

14015I OF

Please send free color booklet on Parks and
Shrines.

!i
011U shin 111,1,,,

thing nobody in the U.S. Fels
yet copied. Or can copy. Eacause Corvair is the on'y
rear-engined car made in 0.,is

that's sheer joy to experience. • You get more: a
fully independent suspension that blots out road
shocks before they can ruffle

• I FINE RESTAURANTS

Wri6e 7Z)cia

smsammo
'Division of Tourist and Travel
DBA
Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Kentucky

"I

Corn* +0 the

01fKENTUCKY
PARKS and SHRINES

treated.• The

bucket seats, of course, are
the moat obvious evideaeo
of our desire to please you.

BY CHEVROLET

SWOON

l••••I 1

TM! FAMOUS

BELL TAVERN

Name

Drive the Corvair Monza at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.

Address......
FfiltURING
CHOACOAl 1100050 SPECiAlFIS

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 38 or 89f

Page 8
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CLASSIFIED ADS
REM.: Flocii sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.

FOR

FATHERS DAY: - Make him
happy with a pair of washable
house slippers, broad cloth pajamas or plastic rain coat from
The Edwards Store, in Mayfield.
Thursday afternoons is closing
periods.
TV REPAIR: all makes and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
factory-trained
black-and-white and color. "Service is our business". Merryman
and Fry Appliances, 215 Main
Street, phone 126.

WE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENOF
DEPARTMENT
TUCKY
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO CONTV ANTENisAn: we install— TRACTORS
trede--repair anil move. Get
Sealed bids will be received by
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307, Roper Television the Department of Highways at its
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
WOMAN WHO CAN DRIVE . • • If 10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time
you would enjoy working 3 or 4 on the 23rd day of June, 1961, at
hours a day calling regularly each which time bids will be publicly
month on a group of Studio Girl opened and read for the improveCosmetic clients on a route to be ment of:
established in and around Fulton,
FULTON COUNTY, RS 38-787
and are willing to make light deKY. 94 apliveries, etc., write to STUDIO The Pewitt Road from
GIRL COSMETICS, Dept. JW-16, proximately 2.0 miles west of US
Glendale, California. Route will 51, to KY. 166 approximately 3.0
miles west of US 51, a distance of
pay up to $5.00 per hour.
2.101 miles. Bituminous Surface
TV Antennas: quick and efficient Class C-1 or I.
installation service; all types.
The attention of prospective
Merryman and Fry Appliances, bidders is called to the prequalifiphone 126, Fulton,
cation requirements, necessity for
securing certificate of eligibility,
MAYTAG WASHERS, !tandem
the special provisions covering the
and automatic models, 6139.96
subletting or assigning the conand up. Sales and service.
tract and the Department's reguBennett Electric. Pnone 201.
lation which prohibits the issuALEXANDER SMITH carpeting ance of proposals after 9:00 A. M.
by the yard. Wide selection of EASTERN STANDARD TIME on
patterns, colors and designs in- the day of the opening of bids.
stalled by factory trained serviceNOTE: A CHARGE OF 82.06
men. Wade Furniture Co., Fulton, WILL BE MADE FOR EACH
Ky.
PROPOSAL
REMITTANCE

The Fulton News, Thursday, June 15, 1961

RENT - - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 103

ODD CHAIRS, gas ranges breakfast table & chairs at Bargain
Prices at Wades Used Furniture
Store. "Trade With Wade & Save"
217 Main St. Phone 478.

IRONING BOARD, baby high
chair and anything for the baby
at Wades Used Furniture Store.
OFFICE machines cleaned, repair- "Trade with Wade & Save". 217
ed, overhauled; new typewriters Main St. Phone 478.
and adding machines in stock.
Mimeo paper, adding machine and
cash register paper; general sup- "BMS" OIL cooking stove only
plies. Call 503 for prompt service. 17.50 at Wade's Used Furniture
Wade Office Machines, 206 Main Store. "Trade With Wade & Save"
217 Main St. Phone 478.
Street.

ITS EASY

MUST ACCOMPANY REQUEST
FOR PROPOSAL FORMS. REFUNDS WILL NOT BE MADE
FOR ANY REASON.
Further information, bidding
proposals, et cetera, will be furnished upon application to the
Frankfort Office. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids
and to waive technicalities.
NOTE: Please Do Not Call Department of Highways For Lists
of Contractors Purchasing Proposals. Interested Persons May
Secure This Information By Calling In Person At The Department
of Highways, Dix ision of Design,
Frankfort, Kentucky, Where The
Lists Will Be Made Available For
Their Examination,

Kentuckians traveling out of
state are being enlisted as ambassadors in a campaign to urge
other states to "Explore Kentucky"
tuelty."
Ten thousand automobile bumper stickers calling on citizens of
other states to "Explore Kentucky
are being distributed by the Kentucky Division of Tourist and
Travel Promotion.
The project is the out growth of
the Explore Kentucky Week sponsored recently by the Kentucky
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
The Jaycees will be the first state
wide group to use the stickers and
will take them to the group's national convention' this month in
Atlanta.
The tourist and travel division,
calling on Kentuckians to be ambassadors, announced that the
bumper stickers may be obtained
by writing the division at the
Capitol Annex, Frankfort.
They are also to be urged to
discard the stickers when they
become worn and obtain new ones
"to keep the impression of Kentucky as a green land, neat and
inviting." Stickers can be removed by soaking them with gasoline
The stickers are yellow on blue
with the copy, "Explore Kentucky," and a drawing of Daniel
Boone.

Clifton Cheatham

Clifton Cheatham passed away
Tuesday morning, June 13 at his
home in Detroit, Michigan. He was
47 years old.
He is survived by his wife, Pearl
Wilson Cheatham,two sons, Ronald
and Neal Cheatham, and two
grandchildren all of Detroit; two
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS brothers, James Cheatham of Fulton; and Dewey Cheatham of Detroit; one sister, Mrs. Gladys Allen of Fulton.
The body will arrive in Fulton
For The
at 12:53 A. M. Thursday (today)
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete.

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

TO BUY

RAMBLER
PONTIAC
OR ANEW

Boaz & Robbins
Painting and paperhanging
contractors
Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave
Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610

We have cut our used car stocks way down and
we'll give you a good trade if you'll come in and
talk to us now.
WE'RE OUT TO DOUBLE OUR SALES and we
are ready to talk business with a sharp pencil.
Come in today!

KING MOTOR COMPANY
Authorized Rombler and Pontiac
Sales and Service
South Fulton, Tenn.
West State Line

NOTICE TO BIDDERS:
The Fulton City Board of Education is accepting bids for the
construction of a new room to be
added to the large room in the
basement of Fulton High School.
Specifications and detail may be
obtained from the office of the
superintendent during the hours
of 9:00 A. M. to 3:00 P. M. on
June 19-20-21, 1961. Bids will be
opened for the project on July 10,
1961 at 7:00 P. M.

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

Gov. Bert Combs urged state police Tuesday to arrest persons
caught littering Kentucky's highways with trash and "at least
make them talk to the judge and
stand the risk of being fined."
At a monthly staff meeting of
about 60 state police post and
troop commanders and headquarters staff officers, Combs said
clean and attractive rights of way
are important in developing the
tourist industry.
The governor said he realized
the difficulty of getting convictions
in local courts in some arrests, but
indicated they would make people conscious of the state's cleanup efforts.
State
Safety
Commissioner
Glenn Lovern told the meeting
that if travelers were persuaded
not to litter the highways, the
money spent in cleaning rights of
way could be used for several
other vital needs.

METHODIST—
leantinued frau Page 1)
Rice City, Rev Keith Smith; Water Valley id nd Palestine, Rev.
Charles Brinkley and The First
Methodist Church, Fulton, Rev. J.
L. Leggett.
The following committees were
named; General Revival Chairman Bill Stewart' Co-chairman,
Billy Gilbert; Spiritual Life, Rev.
A. A. McGuire, Mrs. J. L Leggett;
Finance, Carl Pirtle, Phil Parker;
Grounds, Ward
Building and
Johnson, Robert Burrow; Youth,
Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Mrs. Thomas
Bruce; Music, Mrs. Phil Parker,
Ushers, Duane
Marvin Laird;
Webb, Bud Davis; Advertisement,
Mrs. liendon Wright, Mrs. Thomas
Mahan; Entertainment, Mrs. Norman Crittenden.

ITS A GIRL!

We Like Fulton

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Flondurant of
Beaumont, Texas, are the proud
parents of a 7 pound 4 ounce daughter born May 26 at the Beaumont Baptist Hospital. The child
is named Allyson Ann. The grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Bondurant of Route 4, Fulton.

_

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

I Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky

City Drug Co.. Fulton

Any farmer in Fulton County
who does not have a wheat allotment for his farm and wants an
allotment for 1962 should make
application by June 30, 1961. Such
an application must be filed in
writing, according to Roy Bard.
Chairman of the County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee.
The law under which acreage
allotments are authorized provides
that not more than three percent
of the county wheat allotment may
be used for allotments to "new
wheat farms."
The formal application for a
"new" farm wheat allotment must
be made in writing on a form provided for that purpose and filed
at the County ASC office not later
than June 30, 1961. Employees in
the county ASC office will assist
those desiring to file applications
Farms that have not had a wheat
allotment for the past 3 years are
considered as "new wheat farms"
under the wheat allotment-marketing quota program.

Save At
Shop,
„
--- _

(These prices good thru Saturday June 17)
PLYMOUTH

DRESSING..(31.39c
Hickory Smoked! A real treat

Mac's Barbecue with Sauce
Pound jar,

79c

2-Lbs.. $1.59

Free! 50 S&H Green stamps with purchase of

Registration Required
On All Kentucky Boats
Registrations on boats in Kentucky expire June 30 and new
registrations will be needed after
that date, according to Scott Bar
bout% director of the Division of
Boating.
The new registrations may be
obtained from circuit clerks, in
either the county where the boater resides or where he uses the
boat the most. All motorboats used
mostly on Kentucky waters must
be registered with the State.
Registration Is required in Kentucky's boating law, which set up
the Boating Division in the Department of Public Safety and
charged it with keeping Kentucky
waters safe.
ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bell are the
proud parents of a baby boy born
at 2:32 P. M. June 3. He weighed
10 lbs. 2 ozs.
BABY BOY BELL
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Robert
Bell, Dundee Illinois announce
the birth of an ft-lb 12-oz boy,
Michael, born Sunday May 28 at
Elgin, Ill. Grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. Robert Bell, Highlands,
Fulton.

Texize 'Texy' Cleaner, 22-oz. 39c
Swift's Ice Milk, 1-2 - Gal. ... 49c
Bush's Hominy,No.300 Can ... 10c
VanCamp Tuna 5 Cans .. . $1.
Pillsbury Flour 5 Lbs. .. .. 55c
Mr. Clean cleaner, King-size 79c
Mustard, Gold Dollar, W. ....19c
FAB, King size . . . . . 74c
Apple Sauce, Old Fashion, 2 for 29c
Ranch Style Beans 3 Cans
33c
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309 Walnut

This program, originally called
the War Orphans' Education Assistance Program, was amended
by Congress to Include those children whose deceased parent had
served in the period jugt before or
after World War II and since the
Korean Conflict, with no service
in actual war periods.

The New Sensational Invention
Sutherland's 'MD" ?rase
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

Wheat Farmers
Urged To Sign
'62 Allotments

W .4 •••

64
«

IZ 9.1

•
•

i -e,

When Its

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BITRROW

Children of deceased peaceUme
veterans may be eligible for Orphans' Educational Assistance, Veterans Administration officials announced this week, providing their
veteran-parent died of disease or
injury incurred or aggravated in
line of duty during active service.

RUPTURE

Work Together!

MOLLY KING or GENE HOODENPYLE

HERE'S WHY: We have stocked up heavy on new
Ramblers and Pontiacs and have plenty on hand
for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Two Union City, Tennessee, Negros have been arrested in connection with the break-in at Rice's
Men's Store last week. Charles
Bass, 16, was caught by City Police in Hickman while attempting
to break-In a liquor store there.
He implicated Steve Merrell in the
Fulton robbery.
Merrell was tried in City Court
and was bound over to await the
action of the grand jury. His bond
was set at $1.000. Bass was held
on a $500 bend set by Juvenile
Judge, John C' Bondurant

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

FROM

AT KING MOTOR CO.

Two Charged With
Fulton Break-In

FREE PARKING!

Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

Child Assistance
Increased, VA States

Bumper Stickers Combs Urges
To Tell America Clamp Down On
About Kentucky Hiway Littering

Cav;

Superior Septic Tank

)
thaAlUt

k
tViV:V;X:%40;

Flhone 61

'
- arm Loans
Conventional I.,oans
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

"mawrirrirrinirr-T-",-..rommeuinn,
TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it,
but with one of our Lowpayment plan
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Cheek Book!

Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 11111

Swift's Premium

600 — 750 — 1000 GAL.

CHUCK ROAST, LB. 39c

—State Approved—

One Piece Concrete Tanks

Swift's Premium

FRESH PICNICS Lb..... 25c
BOSTON BUTTS Lb... ... .45c

Unconditionally Guaranteed
To Order Your Tank and Tile
Cal I (7id leet

MARTIN CONCRETE PROD. CO.
MARTIN, TENN.
Day 7265

Nita 7532

BELL PEPPERS, Ea. 5c
Red Potatoes, 10 Lbs . .. .. 47c
- Fancy Calif. Lettuce, 2 Hds. 21c

'36S01111111111111111111111alaituffilllriummolsi8lliallellitilmistar

